In this work, we provide the first practical evaluation of the structural rounding framework for approximation algorithms. Structural rounding works by first editing to a wellstructured class, efficiently solving the edited instance, and "lifting" the partial solution to recover an approximation on the input. We focus on the well-studied Vertex Cover problem, and edit to the class of bipartite graphs (where Vertex Cover has an exact polynomial time algorithm). In addition to the naïve lifting strategy for Vertex Cover described by Demaine et al. in the paper describing structural rounding, we introduce a suite of new lifting strategies and measure their effectiveness on a large corpus of synthetic graphs. We find that in this setting, structural rounding significantly outperforms standard 2-approximations. Further, simpler lifting strategies are extremely competitive with the more sophisticated approaches. The implementations are available as an open-source Python package, and all experiments are replicable. *
Introduction
Approximation algorithms are a crucial tool for navigating the tradeoff between solution quality and runtime. Many approximation algorithms are only able to offer suitable solution quality guarantees by exploiting the structure of limited classes of graphs, undercutting the scope of their applicability. Structural rounding is a recent framework [3] for extending approximation algorithms for restricted classes to graphs "near" those classes. The approach consists of three phases: editing the input graph so that it has a given structural graph property (e.g. bounded treewidth), efficiently solving the edited-to instance, then "lifting" the partial solution to a valid outcome on the original graph. In this work, we provide the first implementation and experimental evaluation of structural rounding, using it to solve Vertex Cover on bipartite graphs.
We chose this problem-graph class pair because of the famous result of König, that Vertex Cover is polynomial time solvable on bipartite graphs [14] . This can be achieved via the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [8] . The theoretical guarantee of structural rounding in this setting is considerably worse than that of the standard 2-approximations (see Section 2.1). However, we show experimentally that structural rounding is in fact competitive with (and often much better than) the traditional approaches despite having weaker theoretical guarantees.
While many algorithms already exist for the first two phases of structural rounding, the notion of "lifting" solutions has been relatively unexplored. The original structural rounding paper [3] mainly employs naïve lifting algorithms. For example, in Vertex Cover the entire edit set is added to the partial solution. We introduce a suite of new lifting algorithms for Vertex Cover and experimentally evaluate their quality, comparing them to one another as well as naïve and greedy approaches. We provide guarantees on the quality of these new lifting techniques relative to the optimal lift for a given partial solution.
Our experiments show that structural rounding outperforms traditional approximation techniques in a wide variety of graphs, and naïve and greedy lifting algorithms are competitive with more sophisticated methods.
We begin by discussing preliminaries and previous work, including the structural rounding framework and existing approaches for approximating Vertex Cover in Section 2. We then describe the new lifting methods in Section 3. We highlight interesting details of our implementation in Section 5 and provide our experimental design and results in Section 6.
Preliminaries
We use V and E to represent the vertices and edges in a graph G, and let n = |V | and m = |E|. Much of this paper pertains to Vertex Cover, which asks for a set S ⊆ V of minimum size such that every edge in G has an endpoint in S.
Structural Rounding
The structural rounding framework is simple: edit the input graph to a target class, apply an existing algorithm for that class (approximation or exact), and lift the partial solution to be a valid solution on the original graph. Under relatively broad assumptions, structural rounding extends algorithmic results for a structural class to graphs which are near that class. The framework supports arbitrary graph edit operations and both minimization and maximization problems, provided they jointly satisfy two properties: a combinatorial property called "stability" and an algorithmic property called "structural lifting" [3] . Roughly, these properties bound the amount each edit operation can change the optimal solution, but are parameterized to enable the derivation of tighter bounds when the problem has additional structure.
Formally, structural rounding makes use of the following definitions; we restrict out statements to the minimization setting.
Definition 1.
A graph G is γ-editable from a graph G under edit operation ψ if there is a sequence of k ≤ γ edits ψ 1 , ψ 2 , . . . , ψ k of type ψ such that G = ψ k (ψ k−1 (· · · ψ 2 (ψ 1 (G)) · · · )). A graph G is γ-close to a graph class C under ψ if some G ∈ C is γ-editable from G under ψ.
Theorem 2.1. Let Π be a minimization problem that is stable under the edit operation ψ with constant c and that can be structurally lifted with respect to ψ with constant c. If Π has a polynomial-time ρ(λ)-approximation algorithm in the graph class C λ , and (C λ , ψ)-Edit has a polynomial-time (α, β)-approximation algorithm, then there is a polynomial-time ((1 + c αδ) · ρ(βλ) + cαδ)-approximation algorithm for Π on any graph that is (δ · OPT Π (G))-close to the class C λ .
We note that an (α, β)-approximation is one which uses at most α times the optimal number of edits needed to reach a graph in class C λ and returns a graph which is in class C βλ (i.e. if C λ is the class of graphs with treewidth at most λ, the returned graph has treewidth at most βλ). Demaine et al. demonstrated precisely how the ingredients of the framework fit together to obtain new approximations [3] , and we refer the interested reader to this work for more details.
We consider Vertex Cover under the edit operation of vertex deletion. As noted in [3] , the stability constant is c = 0 (deleting vertices cannot increase the size of a minimum size cove), and the lifting constant is c = 1 for Vertex Cover, since the union of the deleted vertices and any solution S on G is a vertex cover of G. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, Vertex Cover has a (1 + log(n)δ)-approximation for any graph G with an edit set of size (δ OPT VC (G)).
Vertex Cover 2-Approximations Vertex
Cover admits two straight-forward 2-approximations. The best known, referred to here as standard, was discovered by both Gavril and Yannakakis [18] , and repeatedly selects an arbitrary edge (u, v) in G, places both endpoints in the cover, and sets G = G[V \ {u, v}]. It is clear that whenever an edge is removed from G it is incident to a node which has been added to the cover, thus every edge is covered. Note that every edge must have at least one of its two endpoints in the cover. Since every edge that we selected is independent from the other edges selected, any optimal solution must contain at least one of the two nodes from each selected edge.
The second 2-approximation, which we refer to as DFS, follows from the work of Savage [20] and constructs a cover C by taking all of the non-leaf vertices from a depth-first search tree of the graph. Clearly this is a vertex cover as every edge touches an internal vertex. Further, the DFS tree has a matching with at least |C|/2 edges. Because these edges are independent, at least one endpoint must be a part of any valid cover, and thus C is a 2-approximation.
We compare the effectiveness of structural rounding with both of these 2-approximations. There are also more complicated methods which yield slightly better approximation factors; namely a 2 − Θ(1/ log |V |)-approximation [12] and a 2/(1 + δ)-approximation in δ-dense graphs [13] . We do not compare against these algorithms due to their higher complexity.
Odd Cycle Transversals
An odd cycle transversal is a set of vertices whose removal leaves a bipartite graph. Thus, graphs with "small" odd cycle transversals, or OCT sets, are referred to as "near-bipartite," and this notion naturally arises in many applications [7, 17, 21] . We use O to generally denote an OCT set, and given an OCT set for a graph G = (V, E), we let B = V \ O. The subgraph induced on B is bipartite with parts L and R; and we let n L = |L|, n R = |R|, and n O = |O| for an OCT decomposition (O, L, R). While finding a smallest OCT set is NP-hard, efficient parameterized [10, 16] and approximation [1] algorithms exist. We point out that the approximation factor in [1] is O( log(n)), and thus using this as our editing algorithm in structural rounding leads to an approximation factor which is Ω(1).
While finding an optimal OCT set is hard, recent implementations [5] of a heuristic ensemble alongside algorithms from [2, 9] alleviate concerns that finding a good OCT decomposition creates a barrier to usability. For the sake of testing the efficacy of structural rounding, the OCT sets do not need to be optimal. We make use of a simple algorithm to find OCT sets: find two disjoint maximal independent sets and let the remaining vertices be our OCT set. See Section 5.2 for more details on how we carry out this process.
Lifting Algorithms
In this section, we describe different lifting strategies for using structural rounding on Vertex Cover. To formalize notation, we let S denote the solution on the edited-to instance G , and let X be the edit set. We let the non-selected vertices from G be denoted I. Each lifting strategy finds a set L such that L∪S is a solution on G. Since we work with vertex deletions in this paper, X ⊆ V (G) and V (G ) ∪ X = V (G). For a given S , we use L * to denote the optimal lift, which is used to measure the quality of the various lifting strategies when appropriate.
Naïve Lifting
The simplest lifting strategy, naïve (from [3] ), is to let L = X. Clearly all edges in G[I ∪ X] have at least one endpoint in X, thus this is a valid strategy. It also aligns with Theorem 2.1 and Definition 3 giving lifting constant c = 1. However, there are no guarantees about the quality of this technique relative to L * . Depending on the structure of X, |L * | may be Θ(|X|) or Θ(1), meaning that naïve could be near-optimal, or very far from it.
Greedy Lifting
A simple improvement upon naïve is to avoid inclusion of unnecessary vertices which already have all of their neighbors in the cover, which we refer to as the greedy technique. We achieve this by iterating over X in an arbitrary order, maintaining a list of vertices outside the cover U , where initially U = I and L = ∅. For each vertex v, if it has a neighbor in U we add it to L, otherwise we add it to U . Thus, in order for a vertex to be added to L, it must cover an edge where the other endpoint is not a part of the solution. Note that this strategy takes O(m) time. While the returned solution is guaranteed to be no larger than the solution returned by naïve, it still suffers from not having any guarantee on solution quality relative to L * .
2-Approximation Lifting
While the two aforementioned strategies are good candidates for their simplicity and efficiency, we would prefer an approach with a theoretical guarantee. One natural candidate for lifting is using one of the Vertex Cover 2-approximations from Section 2 on G[I ∪ X], refered to as apx. Such a lift is guaranteed to be at most twice the size of L * . However, we note this may return solutions which are larger than X.
3.4 oct-first Lifting A natural extension to running a 2-approximation on G[I ∪ X] is to instead run it on G[X], obtaining a partial lift solution, L 2 . Then, if we let the nonselected vertices from X be denoted as X , G[X ∪ I] is a bipartite graph, and we can exactly solve in polynomial time [8] and find L 1 . Note that L 2 ∪ L 1 form a valid lifting solution. We are able to compute an approximation factor on the quality of this lift by comparing the sizes of L 1 and L 2 .
Note that because each edge branched on in standard (or in the matching if using DFS) is independent, at least one vertex per edge must be included as part of any vertex cover. 
, and oct-first lifting yields a 2/(1 + p)-approximation. Note that the approximation factor will range from 1 (exact; when all vertices come from Hopcroft-Karp) to 2 (when no vertices come from Hopcroft-Karp).
3.5 bip-first Lifting A logical alternative to oct-first lifting is to flip the order of the steps, and first solve on the bipartite subgraph induced on the edges between I and X before running a 2-approximation on the remaining edges. We refer to this method as bip-first lifting. Once again, we let the set of vertices which are given by the bipartite (exact) phase be denoted L 1 and the vertices given by the approximation portion of the algorithm be denoted L 2 .
Unfortunately, we are unable to obtain an approximation factor as we did with oct-first lifting. While it is clear that any lift must contain at least L 1 , we cannot make any stronger guarantee. As a simple example, if the edges between I and X form an even-length cycle and every other vertex on the cycle has a pendant, Hopcroft-Karp may return the cycle vertices without pendants. Then, bip-first lifting would select all of the vertices, which is three times more than was necessary.
If we define p as we did before (p = |L 1 |/(|L 1 | + |L 2 |)), we can still obtain an approximation factor better than 2 when p is large, namely 1/p. Thus, when p > 0.5, we get better than a 2-approximation. We speculate that this method will still prove useful in practice as there are likely to be many edges between I and X when the edit set is found via any reasonable technique.
Recursive Lifting
One final type of lift comes from applying structural rounding as the lifting method. That is, after finding the partial solution in G , run structural rounding again. The precise manner in which this occurs can be done in several different ways. The first, recursive, is to completely re-run structural rounding on G[I ∪ X] by finding a new editset on this subgraph and repeat. The second, recursive-oct , is to run structural rounding on G[X], after which the only uncovered edges will form a bipartite graph between X and I which can be solved exactly. A final option, recursive-bip , would be to first exactly solve on the edges between X and I and then run structural rounding on any uncovered edges in G[X]. For each of these methods, we use naïve in the structural rounding component of the approach, but any of the aforementioned lifting techniques could be used. Further, while we only do one recursive step, one could recursively use structural rounding as the lift until exhaustion. It is worth noting that the approximation factor of these approaches depends on how well you are able to edit to the class of interest when rounding.
In this section, we describe our datasets, along with how we measure approximation quality, and the hardware used for all experiments. In order to experimentally evaluate the effectiveness of structural rounding, we executed each of the aforementioned Vertex Cover approximation algorithms on a large corpus of synthetic "near-bipartite" graphs with varied structure (controlled by generator parameters, see Section 4.1), as well as a collection of 130 real-world networks.
Synthetic Data
Recall that we use n O , n L , and n R to denote the sizes of O, L, and R in an OCT decomposition where O is the OCT set and L and R are the bipartite parts. For convenience, throughout this section, we assume n L ≥ n R and let n B = n L +n R . Our synthetic data was generated using a modified version of the random graph generator of Zhang et al. [23] that augments random bipartite graphs to have OCT sets of known size. The generator allows a user to specify the sizes of L, R, and O, the expected edge densities between L and R, O and L ∪ R, and within O, and the coefficient of variation (cv; the standard deviation divided by the mean) of the expected number of neighbors in L over R and in L ∪ R over O. The generator is seeded for replicability.
Initially, we created graphs with each combination of n L /n R ∈ {1, 2, 10, 100}, expected edge density within O ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.05}, between O and L ∪ R ∈ {0.01, 0.05}, and between L and R ∈ {0.001, 0.005, 0.01}, n O /n ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.4}, and cv of the expected number of neighbors in L ∪ R over O ∈ {0.5, 1.5}. We set n L , n R , and n O based on the other parameters so that the expected value of m was 4 million.
We also generated graphs with 40 million and 200 million expected edges after paring down the parameter space to eliminate variants with little to no impact on solution quality. We provide more details on the parameter down-selection in Section 6.1. On the larger graphs, we only ran the 2-approximations, naïve and greedy lifting, and the most effective lifts from the 4 million edge data, oct-first and recursive-oct . We also created a collection of synthetic graphs with 100,000 edges over the entire parameter space for the purpose of testing different implementations.
We further distinguish two scenarios in the 4M corpus. While each graph has an OCT decomposition which corresponds to the specified parameters given by the generator, it does not mean that the OCT heuristic employed will find this partition. Thus, we ran our algorithms on the 4 million edge graphs with two approaches; (i) with the OCT decomposition prescribed to be the exact one given by the generator (4M-pre) and (ii) with an OCT decomposition which is procured by our heuristic (4M-pro). We observed that differences in outcomes were minor (see Figure 3 ) and use only approach (ii) on the 40M and 200M corpuses because of it being a more realistic scenario in practice. The prescribed approach does have the benefit of allowing us to determine the impact that the different generator parameters had on the solution quality of each strategy, which we observe in Section 6.1.
Real World Data
The real world corpus is a set of 130 graphs from various domains including social networks, physical infrastructure, biology, diseases, and compilation dependencies taken from [19] . These networks vary widely in size, average degree, and relative OCT size (see Table 1 ). We note that despite the variation in average degree, most of the graphs in the real world corpus are substantially sparser than any of the synthetic graphs used.
Measuring Quality
In order to measure the quality of an approximate solution, we compute the ratio of its size to half of the "worst-case" 2-approximation (the maximum cover size found by any 2-approximation run); we refer to this as the approximation ratio. For example, if some 2-approximation returns a cover of size 100, we know an optimal solution has at least 50 vertices, and a cover of size 75 is at-worst a 1.5-approximation. Table 2 : Mean approximation sizes for 2-approximation variants on the 100K corpus. We employ three edge selection techniques for standard: incident to a high-degree vertex (std-high), incident to a lowdegree vertex (std-low), and arbitrarily (std-rand). , and the construction of two maximal independent sets with three vertex selection rules: arbitrarily (random), by minimum initial degree (no resort), and by minimum degree with re-sorting (re-sort). 
Hardware

Implementation
In this section, we provide details on algorithm implementation along with data supporting experimental design decisions.
2-Approximation Variants
We tested four different 2-approximations for Vertex Cover including DFS of [20] and three variants of standard over all of the synthetic graphs with 100K edges in expectation. Specifically, the three standard variants differed on how edges were selected. The edge selection techniques tested were random selection, a random edge incident on a high degree vertex, and a random edge incident on a low degree vertex which we will refer to as std-rand, std-high, and std-low respectively. As seen in Table 2 , the best performing 2-approximation for Vertex Cover was generally to use std-high. This approach almost always outperformed std-rand on the synthetic graphs. Conversely, std-low almost always performs worse, providing us with the highest possible lower bounds on the optimal solution size. Using DFS did occasionally produce smaller solutions than standard. However, in over 50% of parameter settings it performed worse, and likewise on average, it produced Figure 2 : Distribution of procured oct sizes relative to prescribed oct sizes found on the 100K corpus. The mean of each distribution is given by the orange bars on the plot. 11 outliers were collected and shown at 2.25 in the first two distributions to preserve the scale. Note that these values are still considered in the mean. A ratio of 1 or smaller indicates that the heuristic oct set approach found a better oct set than the one prescribed by the generator.
larger solutions. Since DFS is also randomized, we chose to use standard to maximize performance and not require additional trials for each graph.
Finding OCT Sets
We compared two heuristic approaches to finding small OCT sets on the 100K corpus. We found that greedily constructing two maximal independent sets generally outperformed using a BFS-search as seen in Figure 1 . We note that the performance of the maximal independent set heuristic crucially depends on not only choosing minimum degree vertices first, but also on updating the degree of each vertex and re-sorting as vertices are added to the independent set. When the vertices are not re-sorted or are chosen randomly, we frequently found OCT sets that far exceeded what we expected based on the generator's parameter settings. When testing the BFScoloring heuristic, we notice that despite offering a speed advantage over the re-sorting algorithm, the OCT sets produced are almost always substantially larger. Furthermore, BFS-search loses its speed advantage when random vertices are chosen while still producing larger OCT sets. Since heuristically finding an OCT set is rarely the bottleneck in a structural rounding approximation, we opted to use the maximal independent set strategy with re-sorting. Even when we use the maximal independent set Exp.
# of edges Ratio of runtime to std runtime Figure 3 : Average approximation ratios (left) and relative runtime (right) on the full synthetic corpus, partitioned by expected number of edges. For 4M edge graphs, we use both procured ("pro") and prescribed ("pre") OCT decompositions. Runtimes are given relative to that of standard, which is fastest on average (mean runtimes: 1.511s on 4M-pro, 1.502s on 4M-pre, 20.551s on 40M, and 136.779s on 200M). For structural rounding approaches, the time it takes to find the OCT decomposition is accounted for in the runtime (note that for 4M-pre, this contributes zero since the decomposition is given as input).
heuristic with re-sorting, we have no guarantees that the algorithm will produce the same oct set as the one prescribed by the generator. In Figure 2 though, we show that in the majority of graphs in the 100K corpus, the heuristic oct algorithm finds oct sets of comparable size to those prescribed by the generator.
Converting Maximum Matchings
Unlike the popular NetworkX package in Python, our implementation for converting a maximal matching found in a bipartite graph to a vertex cover is done iteratively and not recursively, allowing it to be somewhat faster. We avoid using recursion when possible in all functions in our codebase, particularly in implementations of depthfirst search.
Variance Between Runs
We ran each algorithmic component of our framework 50 times on the 100K synthetic corpus to test the amount of variance in the runtimes. In all cases, the maximum ratio of variance to mean averaged over the corpus was at most 0.0004, giving us confidence that a single trial of each graph-algorithm combination would result in a representative runtime. We include all of the variance results in Table 3 in Appendix B.
Experimental Evaluation
We begin by describing the three key findings from our empirical evaluation of the structural rounding framework, then discuss in greater detail the impact of structural variation in the input (as prescribed by generator parameters, Section 6.1), results in the procured decomposition setting (Section 6.2), and finally results on the real-world corpus (Section 6.3).
1. Structural rounding consistently outperforms traditional approximation techniques. Both standard and DFS perform considerably worse than structural rounding-based methods when averaged over our entire corpus of graphs in both the prescribed and procured settings (left panel of Figure 3 ). Because structural rounding is a more involved technique, it tends to take at least twice as long to run compared to the 2-approximations (right panel of Figure 3 ), but absolute runtimes remain very low and usable in practical settings. The bottleneck for this configuration of structural rounding is solving vertex cover exactly in the edited graph which can take up to 30 seconds in the 200M corpus. Both naïve and greedy lifting finish almost instantaneously even in the 200M corpus.
2. Naïve and greedy are often comparable with more sophisticated lifting approaches. The quality of the simpler lifts for Vertex Cover are roughly the same (and sometimes better) than that of the oct-first, bip-first, and the recursive lifts (left panel of Figure 3) . Given the additional time (right panel of Figure 3) and memory the more advanced lifts require, greedy combines the efficiency of traditional techniques and the accuracy of more sophisticated lifting.
3. There are settings where the more sophisticated lifting approaches outperform naïve and greedy. In OCT Proportion (|O|/n) Avg. apx-factor Figure 4 : Two settings when more sophisticated lifting strategies outperform naïve/greedy on the 4M-pro data. We partition graphs based on two generator parameters: relative OCT set size (top), and expected edge density within O (bottom).
the procured setting, the smarter lifting techniques outperform naïve and greedy by the most when the ratio n L /n R is largest, the cv between O and {L, R} is largest, the expected edge density in O is smallest, and the the proportion of the graph in O is largest (see Figure 4 for examples of the latter two). This behavior is seen on a lesser scale on the larger graphs. In the prescribed setting, the difference is less pronounced and recursive-bip tends to distinguish itself the most from naïve and greedy, namely when the ratio n L /n R or the cv between O and {L, R} is largest, or the proportion of the graph in O is smallest. We include all of the results from our experiments in the appendix. Throughout the paper we color our figures based on the dataset they represent as follows; blue is an aggregate view of the large data (≥ 4M expected edges), green is the supplementary data (100K expected edges), red is the procured setting of the 4M expected edge data (4M-pro), purple is the prescribed setting of the 4M expected edge data (4M-pre), orange is the 40M expected edge data, and grey is the 200M expected edge data.
Impact of Generator Parameters
We now discuss how each of the generator parameters impact the various lifting methods. We utilize the prescribed data (4M-pre) to measure these effects, as this allows us to isolate the variables. |L|/|R|. When this ratio is 2, 10, or 100, recursive-bip lifting is the optimal strategy. However, when it is 1, it does significantly worse, and greedy is the best option. It is likely that this is because I, the set of vertices not selected when solving on the edited-to graph G[L ∪ R], is smaller than in the other cases. Then when recursive-bip solves on the edges between X and I it picks up most of I, which is unnecessary because most of these edges will be covered by the solution on X. When compared to the worst-case 2-approximation, all of the structural rounding methods do best when the ratio is 2 and 10. Due to the lack of distinction between these two settings, we only use ratios of 1, 10, and 100 when generating larger graphs. DFS monotonically worsens as this ratio increases, and is always worse than standard. Figure 8 in Appendix A contains the data relevant to the impact of |L|/|R|.
cv between O and {L, R}. recursive-bip is the best method in the higher setting, while greedy is best in the lower setting. In general, the approximation factors of the structural rounding methods are lower when the cv is lower. Interestingly, there is no difference between the settings when using 2-approximation lifting. Both 2-approximations also do better when the cv is smaller. Figure 9 in Appendix A contains the data relevant to the impact of the cv between O and {L, R}.
|O|/n. For the four smallest settings (see Figure 5, top) , recursive-bip is among the best approximations. However, for the largest OCT ratio (0.4), greedy is the optimal approach, and naïve, oct-first, and recursive-oct are all more effective than recursive-bip . This shift is likely due to the edit set X being larger relative to I, the set of vertices not selected when solving on the edited-to graph G[L ∪ R]. Similar to our observations when varying |L|/|R|, it is likely that recursive-bip unnecessarily adds a majority of I, inflating its solution size. Figure 10 in Appendix A contains the data relevant to the impact of |O|/n.
Expected edge density in O. recursive is the best strategy in the highest density setting, while greedy does best in the two lower settings (see Figure 5, bottom) . In fact, recursive is by far the worst structural rounding approach for the lowest OCT density setting. This is likely due to the extreme sparsity in the edit set in this setting, and thus recursive finds a large OCT set when re-running structural rounding on G[I ∪ X], which in turn gets completely added to the solution due our using naïve for this step. One particularly interesting observation is that the structural rounding approaches tend to be split on whether they are best at higher or lower density settings, and five of them are worst on the moderate setting. This behavior was only observed for recursive-bip in the procured setting, and due to the minor difference between 0.01 and 0.05, we only used the two extreme settings when generating larger graphs. Both 2-approximations do best when the density is higher. Figure 11 in Appendix A contains the data relevant to the impact of the expected OCT density.
Expected edge density between O and {L, R}. In both settings, greedy is the best lifting strategy. All of the structural rounding approaches have better approximation factors when this expected density is smaller, as does DFS. However, standard does better in the larger density setting. The magnitude of these differences tends to be small, so we did not vary this value on the larger graphs. Figure 12 in Appendix A contains the data relevant to the impact of the expected edge density between O and {L, R}.
Expected edge density between L and R. Once again, greedy is the optimal strategy in all settings. There is minimal impact of the quality of structural rounding when compared to the worst-case 2-approximation, and thus we did not vary this parameter on the larger graphs. The 2-approximations also did not vary much based on this density. Figure 13 in Appendix A contains the data relevant to the impact of the expected density between L and R.
Procured Results
While our findings on the procured data are generally consistent with the prescribed data, we observe the following anomalies. When n L /n R = 2, recursive-oct does slightly better than recursive-bip on the 4M edge graphs, while on the larger graphs oct-first is the optimal approach for the larger ratio settings. When the expected number of edges is 40M or 200M, DFS does best when n L /n R = 10. The best approximation ratios achieved by 2-approximations (in red) versus structural rounding (in blue) on graphs from the real-world corpus. The ratios are computed by comparing the best 2-approximation or structural rounding result with the worst 2-approximation. The 2-approximations considered are DFS, std-high, and std-low. The lifting algorithms used are greedy, oct-first, and bip-first. On the left, we plot these ratios against the number of edges in the graph on a log scale, while on the right, we plot the ratios against the proportion of the graph in the OCT set.
recursive is the optimal strategy when the cv between O and {L, R} is 0.5 for the graphs with 4M edges, while oct-first is preferred in this setting on the larger graphs. When n O /n = 0.4, the best approach on the 4M edge graphs is via recursive-oct , while oct-first and greedy perform best on the 40M and 200M edge graphs under all settings. recursive is not the worstperforming method on the 4M graphs when the expected density with OCT is 0.0001, which is likely due to the observed OCT set not having this extreme sparsity. There is little difference over the OCT density among the structural rounding approximations on the 200M graphs, while oct-first is best on the 40M graphs when the OCT density is low. recursive-oct is the best strategy on the 4M edge graphs when expected density between O and {L, R} is higher, while recursive is optimal for the lower setting. Regarding the expected edge density between L and R, recursive-oct is the best lifting technique under all settings.
We observe similar behavior at all three scales of the procured data when we distinguish the graphs based on specific generator parameter values. This is highlighted in the data in Appendix C where we split the data based on the generator value of n O /n (see Figure 6 for the cases when n O /n ∈ {0.05, 0.25}). Generally the graphs of all three sizes behave comparably when the observed size of O is close to that of the generator. When the procured proportion is greater than the prescribed value, we see more distinction among the sizes, as generally the found OCT sets are larger in the 40M and 200M settings (in all but the n O /n = 0.4 setting), resulting in slightly worse solution quality in the larger graphs.
Real-world Experiments
Lastly, we ran our collection of algorithms on a corpus of real-world graphs compiled from various scientific, sociological, and technological domains. Since these graphs are much sparser than any of the synthetic graphs we tested (average degree less than 2 in some cases), finding the OCT set became a bottleneck in a few of the larger graphs. To remedy this, we used random edge selection in the heuristic OCT algorithm to keep runtimes low. Additionally, since the graphs are so sparse, this choice had minimal impact on the performance of the structural rounding algorithms. Overall, we see that structural rounding outperforms the 2-approximations. In Figure 7 , we observe that structural rounding performs better in a large number of graphs across all sizes. Furthermore, we see that when graphs have small OCT sets, structural rounding consistently produces smaller solutions. Even on graphs with large OCT sets, structural rounding matches the solution quality of the 2-approximations, delivering well beyond its comparatively weak theoretical guarantees. Lastly, we note that the structural rounding algorithms finish reasonably quickly, taking less than 10 seconds to run on graphs with nearly a million edges and over half a million vertices.
Conclusion
In this work we provide the first implementation and empirical evaluation of structural rounding and demonstrate that structural rounding provides better approximations for Vertex Cover than traditional approaches on a large corpus of widely varying graphs. These results highlight the importance of experimentally evaluating theoretical approaches. While the structural rounding framework for Vertex Cover under vertex deletion to bipartite graphs has weaker theory guarantees than the traditional methods, its practical performance is much stronger. We introduced a suite of more sophisticated lifting algorithms but showed that the simple greedy approach was extremely competitive in most scenarios While this paper concerns itself with editing to bipartite graphs and solving Vertex Cover, there are an abundance of interesting and unexplored directions. One might consider editing to graph classes other than bipartite, e.g. classes suggested in [3] including bounded degeneracy and bounded treewidth. The promise of more sophisticated lifting approaches on other problems such as Independent Set, Dominating Set, and Feedback Vertex Set is also unclear. While we are interested in finding new lifting algorithms for problems other than Vertex Cover, the success of naïve and greedy indicated in this paper leads us to believe that it is reasonable to anticipate similar results for other problems. Finally, we would be interested in comparing the effectiveness of structural rounding when using other edit types, namely edge deletion and edge contraction, with that of using vertex deletions.
Appendices
A Complete Experiment Results
Here we give the complete results of our experiments, as described in Section 6. We split our data into subsections based on the parameter which was varied. Recall the color scheme we use for our data; red is the 4M expected edge data (procured), purple is the 4M expected edge data (prescribed), orange is the 40M expected edge data, and grey is the 200M expected edge data.
A. OCT-{L,R} Density Avg. apx-factor Figure 12 : The average approximation ratios over all synthetic graphs with 4-million expected edges in the prescribed setting and in the procured separated by the expected edge density between O and {L, R}.
A. Avg. apx-factor Figure 13 : The average approximation ratios over all synthetic graphs with 4-million expected edges in the prescribed setting and in the procured setting separated by the expected edge density between L and R.
B Complete Variance Data
Here we include the complete variance data as mentioned in Section 5.4. Table 3 : We ran our framework 50 times on each graph in our corpus with 100000 expected edges, and for each component of the framework we computed the variance of its runtimes divided by its mean runtime for each graph. We report the average of this value over all graphs for each component of the framework.
C Procured setting: analyzing the effect of |O|/n in generator
Here we include figures for each of the five settings of |O|/n in our generator, which capture the observed sizes of the OCT sets and the corresponding solution quality in the procured data. Figure 14 : Correspondence between the size of the procured OCT set and solution quality across 4M-pro (green), 40M (blue), and 200M (red) corpuses; only graphs generated with parameters used in all experiments are included for consistency. The data is partitioned by prescribed relative OCT size |O|/n. We observe that performance is most consistent when the procured decomposition has OCT size close to the prescribed value.
